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The objective of using the Dyop® test is to reach the acuity endpoint as efficiently as possible.  The 
optotype acuity endpoint is normally when the patient has a triplet of Dyop® images and can detect the 
rotation of the two larger Dyop® images but NOT rotation of the adjacent smaller image.  Clicking on the 
center image will reverse the rotation direction of all three images and help verify for the absence of false 
positives.  The smaller Dyop images are in one foot Index Number increments which are approximately 
equivalent to 0.06 diopter increments. 
 
The "proper" way to use the prototype Dyop® test is start with the 140 + 60 image ranges and click on the 
smallest sized Dyop® image that the patient can see moving, either clockwise or counter-clockwise.  You 
may also click on the Index Number below the Dyop® image.  Clicking the “Dyop®” icon will reset the test 
to the initial 140+60 panel.  Additional Help may be accessed by clicking on the “?” icon. 
 
The attached flow-chart describes the process and image sequence.  This flowchart was created about 
the time that Dyop® Vision Associates partnered with Konan Medical.  The Konan prototype uses 
continuous scaling of the image rather than buttons or the up/down arrows (on the side of the screen). 
 
The selection of the smaller image follows a cascade process until the patient should only detect rotating 
two of the three incrementally sized images with the center (middle sized) image being the acuity end-
point indicator.  Clicking on the smaller image (or the number below it) generally changes the panel image 
sizes to the next smaller triplet panel of images.  Clicking on the larger image (or the number below it) 
generally changes the panel image sizes to the next larger triplet panel of images.  Clicking on the center 
image (or the number below it) changes the panel image sizes to either a tighter range of images, or has 
the images reverse their rotation.  Clicking on the center image to reverse the rotation of the images 
allows you to determine the acuity endpoint by having the rotation change in the SMALLER image not 
detected.  It also lets you check for "false positives" as indicated by NOT seeing the change in rotation or 
claiming to see rotation in the smallest image when there is none. 
 
You can also use the up/down arrows to make the triplet panel image sizes larger (up) or smaller (down).  
Clicking the double-headed arrow in the lower right corner also reverses the rotation of the images 
without changing the image panel sizes. 
 
The circular and rounded-square buttons on the bottom of the screen are vision ranges that let you skip to 
a specific range of optotype diameters.  The semi-square buttons are the primary ranges (140 to 70 and 
60 to 10) and the circular buttons are the ranges with the displayed value usually the midpoint of the 
range.  The images in the 140 to 70 range tend to have two Dyop® images displayed while the smaller 
ranges have three Dyop® images.  Clicking on the circles for 70, 60, and 50 will display three Dyop® 
images in five foot Dyop® Index increments.  Clicking on those images will have the center image 
correspond to the selected number.  Clicking on 40, 30, 20, and 10 will also have three images with the 
number corresponding to the largest size image for 30, 20, and 11, with 40 in the center. 
 
Calibration of the test for the correct monitor size and viewing distance is done by using the built in 
Calibration screen and measuring the Calibration Dyop® and/or Calibration Point (+) separation.  The 
images are designed to be used Click on the Dyop® ColorMatrix menu and then Click on the Calibration 
link.  The Calibration Dyop® image should be 89 mm in diameter and the Calibration Points (+) should 
have a 200 mm separation.  An adjustment of the Dyop® Index values can be made as a percentage of 
the variant difference in the Calibration Points.  For example, if the Calibration Point separation is 190 mm 
rather than 200 mm, all of the Dyop® images are actually 5% too small as to their angular arc width.  
Rather than stretch the monitor or reduce the viewing distance by moving the patient closer to the screen 
by 3 inches, you can factor the image size so that an apparent 20 foot Dyop® Index number on the 
screen is actually a 19 foot Dyop® Index number.   
 
The ColorMatrix images are available to determine the acuity endpoint for each of the color/contrast 
combinations.  We have discovered an anecdotal correlation to a lower Blue-on-Black acuity endpoint 
versus a Green-on-White acuity endpoint and symptoms of dyslexia, migraines, and epilepsy. 
 
Also embedded in the test are Snellen and Landolt optotypes available by clicking on the appropriate 
screen icons. 


